We introduce a new family of continuous models called the beta odd log-logistic generalized family of distributions. We study some of its mathematical properties.
Introduction
There has been an increased interest in dening new generators or generalized (G) classes of univariate continuous distributions by adding shape parameter(s) to a baseline model. The extended distributions have attracted several statisticians to develop new models because the computational and analytical facilities available in programming softwares like R, Maple and Mathematica can easily tackle the problems involved in computing special functions in these extended models. Several mathematical properties of the extended distributions may be easily explored using mixture forms of the exponentiated-G (exp-G for short) distributions. The addition of parameter(s) has been proved useful in exploring skewness and tail properties, and also for improving the goodness-of-t of the generated family. The well-known generators are the following: beta-G by Eugene et al. [15] and Jones [29] , Kumaraswamy-G (Kw-G) by Cordeiro and de Castro [10] , McDonald-G (Mc-G) by Alexander et al. [1] , gamma-G type 1 by Zografos and Balakrishnan [53] and Amini et al. [6] , gamma-G type 2 by Risti¢ and Balakrishnan [44] , odd-gamma-G type 3 by Torabi and Montazari [50] , logistic-G by Torabi and Montazari [51] , odd exponentiated generalized (odd exp-G) by Cordeiro et al. [12] , transformed-transformer (T-X) (Weibull-X and gamma-X) by Alzaatreh et al. [3] , exponentiated T-X by Alzaghal et al. [5] , odd Weibull-G by Bourguignon et al. [7] , exponentiated half-logistic by Cordeiro et al. [13] , logistic-X by Tahir et al. [47] , T-X{Y}-quantile based approach by Aljarrah et al. [2] and T-R{Y} by Alzaatreh et al. [4] . This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we dene the beta odd log-logistic generalized (BOLL-G) family. Some of its special cases are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we derive some of its mathematical properties such as the asymptotics, shapes of the density and hazard rate functions, mixture representation for the density, quantile function (qf ), moments, moment generating function (mgf ), mean deviations, explicit expressions for the Rényi and Shannon entropies and order statistics. Section 5 deals with some characterizations of the new family. Estimation of the model parameters and simulation using maximum likelihood and the method of minimum spacing distance are discussed in Section 6. In Section 7, we illustrate the importance of the new family by means of two applications to real data. The paper is concluded in Section 8.
The odd log-logistic and beta odd log-logistic families
The log-logistic (LL) distribution is widely used in practice and it is an alternative to the log-normal model since it presents a hazard rate function (hrf ) that increases, reaches a peak after some nite period and then declines gradually. Its properties make the distribution an attractive alternative to the log-normal and Weibull models in the analysis of survival data. If T has a logistic distribution, then Z = e T has the LL distribution. Unlike the more commonly used Weibull distribution, the LL distribution has a non-monotonic hrf which makes it suitable for modeling cancer survival data.
The odd log-logistic (OLL) family of distributions was originally developed by Gleaton and Lynch [18, 19] ; they called this family the generalized log-logistic (GLL) family. They showed that: the set of GLL transformations form an Abelian group with the binary operation of composition; the transformation group partitions the set of all lifetime distributions into equivalence classes, so that any two distributions in an equivalence class are related through a GLL transformation; either every distribution in an equivalence class has a moment generating function, or none does; every distribution in an equivalence class has the same number of moments; each equivalence class is linearly ordered according to the transformation parameter, with larger values of this parameter corresponding to smaller dispersion of the distribution about the common class median; and within an equivalence class, the Kullback-Leibler information is an increasing function of the ratio of the transformation parameters.
In addition, Gleaton and Rahman obtained results about the distributions of the MLE's of the parameters of the distribution. Gleaton and Rahman [20, 21] showed that for distributions generated from either a 2-parameter Weibull distribution or a 2parameter inverse Gaussian distribution by a GLL transformation, the joint maximum likelihood estimators of the parameters are asymptotically normal and ecient, provided the GLL transformation parameter exceeds 3.
Given a continuous baseline cumulative distribution function (cdf ) G(x; ξ) with a parameter vector ξ, the cdf of the OLL-G family (by integrating the LL density function with an additional shape parameter c > 0) is given by
If c > 1, the hrf of the OLL-G random variable is unimodal and when c = 1 it decreases monotonically. The fact that its cdf has closed-form is particularly important for analysis of survival data with censoring.
We can write
Here, the parameter c represents the quotient of the log-odds ratio for the generated and baseline distributions.
The probability density function (pdf ) corresponding to (2.1) is
In this paper, we propose a new extension of the OLL-G family. Based on a baseline cdf G(x; ξ) depending on a parameter vector ξ, survival function G(x; ξ) = 1 − G(x; ξ) and pdf g(x; ξ), we dene the cdf of the BOLL-G family of distributions (for x ∈ R) by g(x; α, β) = (α/β) [1 + (x/β)] −(α+1) and G(x; α, β) = 1 − [1 + (x/β)] −α , respectively.
The BOLL-Lx pdf follows by inserting these expressions in (2.4) as 
3.5. The BOLL-Gamma (BOLL-Ga) distribution. Consider the gamma distribution with shape parameter α > 0 and scale parameter β > 0, where the pdf and cdf (for x > 0) are given by 
In Figures 1 and 2 , we display some plots of the pdf and hrf of the BOLL-E, BOLL-N and BOLL-Lx distributions for selected parameter values. Figure 1 reveals that the BOLL-E, BOLL-N and BOLL-Lx densities generate various shapes such as symmetrical, left-skewed, right-skewed, reversed-J, unimodal and bimodal. Also, Figure 2 shows that these models can produce hazard rate shapes such as constant, increasing, decreasing, J and upside-down bathtub. This fact implies that the BOLL-G family can be very useful for tting data sets with various shapes. x → 0 and x → ∞ are given by
The shapes of the density and hazard rate functions can be described analytically. The critical points of the BOLL-G density function are the roots of the equation:
There may be more than one root to (4.1). Let λ(x) = d 2 log[f (x)]/d x 2 . We have There may be more than one root to (4.2). Let τ (x) = d 2 log[h(x)]/dx 2 . We have Gupta and Kundu [27, 28] , Nadarajah and Kotz [39] , Nadarajah and Gupta [40, 41] and Nadarajah [37] .
We can prove that the cdf (2.3) admits the expansion
Using the power series for the ratio of two power series, we have
Then, we have
and H k (x) = G(x) k denotes the exp-G cdf with power parameter k. So, the density function of X can be expressed as 
Since only the middle two quartiles are considered and the outer two quartiles are ignored, this adds robustness to the measure. The Moors kurtosis (Moors [33] ) is based on octiles
These measures are less sensitive to outliers and they exist even for distributions without moments.
In Figure 3 , we plot the measures B and M for the BOLL-N and BOLL-Lx distributions. The plots indicate the variability of these measures on the shape parameters. 4.4. Moments. We assume that Y is a random variable having the baseline cdf G(x).
The moments of X can be obtained from the (r, k)th probability weighted moment (PWM) of Y dened by Greenwood et al. [23] as
The PWMs are used to derive estimators of the parameters and quantiles of generalized distributions. The method of estimation is formulated by equating the population and sample PWMs. These moments have low variance and no severe biases, and they compare favorably with estimators obtained by maximum likelihood. The maximum likelihood method is adopted in Section 6.1 since it is easier to estimate the BOLL-G parameters because of several computer routines available in widely known softwares.
The maximum likelihood estimators (MLEs) enjoy desirable properties and can be used when constructing condence intervals and regions and also in test statistics.
We can write from equation (4.4)
where τ r,k = 1 0 QG(u) r u k du can be computed at least numerically from any baseline qf.
Thus, the moments of any BOLL-G distribution can be expressed as an innite weighted sum of the baseline PWMs. We now provide the PWMs for three distributions discussed in Section 3. For the BOLL-N and BOLL-Ga distributions discussed in subsections 3.2 and 3.5, the quantities τ r,k can be expressed in terms of the Lauricella functions of type A (see Exton [16] and Trott [52] ) dened by
where (a)i = a(a + 1) . . . (a + i − 1) is the ascending factorial (with the convention that (a)0 = 1). In fact, Cordeiro and Nadarajah [11] determined τ r,k for the standard normal distribution as
This equation holds when r + k − l is even and it vanishes when r + k − l is odd. So, any BOLL-N moment can be expressed as an innite weighted linear combination of Lauricella functions of type A.
For the gamma distribution, the quantities τ r,k can be expressed from equation (9) 
where M k+1 (s) is the exp-G generating function with power parameter k + 1.
Equation (4.6) can also be expressed as
where the quantity ρ k (s) = The mean deviations about the mean (δ1 = E(|X − µ 1 |)) and about the median (δ2 = E(|X − M |)) of X are given by Next, we provide two alternative ways to compute δ1 and δ2. A general equation for m1(z) can be derived from equation (4.4) as
Equation (4.10) is the basic quantity to compute the mean deviations in (4.9). A simple application of (4.10) refers to the BOLL-W model. The exponentiated Weibull density function (for x > 0) with power parameter k + 1, shape parameter α and scale parameter β, is given by
The last integral reduces to the incomplete gamma function and then
A second general formula for m1(z) can be derived by setting u = G(x) in (4.4)
The main application of the rst incomplete moment refers to the Bonferroni and Lorenz curves which are very useful in economics, reliability, demography, insurance and medicine. For a given probability π, applications of these equations can be addressed to obtain these curves dened by B(π) = m1(q)/(π µ 1 ) and L(π) = m1(q)/µ 1 , respectively, where q = Q(π) is calculated from the parent qf.
4.7.
Entropies. An entropy is a measure of variation or uncertainty of a random variable X. Two popular entropy measures are the Rényi [43] and Shannon [45] . The Rényi entropy of a random variable with pdf f (x) is dened by 
First, we dene and compute A(a1, a2, a3; a)
After some algebraic manipulations, we obtain: 4.1. Theorem. Let X be a random variable with pdf (2.4) . Then,
The simplest formula for the entropy of X is given by
After some algebraic developments, we have an alternative expression for IR(γ):
Here, V k has a beta distribution with parameters k + 1 and one, 4.8. Order statistics. Order statistics make their appearance in many areas of statistical theory and practice. Suppose X1, . . . , Xn is a random sample from the BOLL-G family of distributions. We can write the density of the ith order statistic, say Xi:n, as fi:n(
Following similar algebraic developments of Nadarajah et al. [38] , we can write the density function of Xi:n as fi:n(x) = ∞ r,k=0 m r,k h r+k+1 (x), 1, below) . The advantage of the characterizations given here is that the cdf F is not required to have a closed-form and is given in terms of an integral whose integrand depends on the solution of a rst order dierential equation, which can serve as a bridge between probability and dierential equation. We believe that other characterizations of the BOLL-G family may not be possible.
Theorem. Let
(Ω, Σ, P) be a given probability space and let H = [a, b] be an interval for some a < b (a = −∞, b = ∞ might as well be allowed). Let X : Ω → H be a continuous random variable with distribution function F (x) and let q1 and q2 be two real functions dened on H such that
is dened with some real function η. Consider that q1, q2 ∈ C 1 (H), η ∈ C 2 (H) and F (x) is twice continuously dierentiable and strictly monotone function on the set H. Further, we assume that the equation q2η = q1 has no real solution in the interior of H. Then, F is uniquely determined by the functions q1, q2 and η, particularly
where the function s is a solution of the dierential equation s = η q 2 η q 2 −q 1 and C is a constant chosen to make H dF = 1.
We have to mention that this kind of characterization based on the ratio of truncated moments is stable in the sense of weak convergence. In particular, let us assume that there is a sequence {Xn} of random variables with distribution functions {Fn} such that the functions q1,n, q2,n and ηn (n ∈ N) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5.1 and let q1,n → q1, q2,n → q2 for some continuously dierentiable real functions q1 and q2. Finally, let X be a random variable with distribution F . Under the condition that q1,n (X) and q2,n (X) are uniformly integrable and the family {Fn} is relatively compact, the sequence Xn converges to X in distribution if and only if ηn converges to η, where However, adding an extra function will give a lot more exibility, as far as its application is concerned.
Proposition. Let X
: Ω → R be a continuous random variable and let q1 (
The pdf of X is (2.4) if and only if the function η dened in Theorem 5.1 has the form
Proof. If X has pdf (2.4), then
Conversely, if η is given as above, then 
Dierent methods of estimation
Here, we discuss parameter estimation using the methods of maximum likelihood and of minimum spacing distance estimator proposed by Torabi [48] .
6.1. Maximum likelihood estimation. We consider the estimation of the unknown parameters of this family from complete samples only by the method of maximum likelihood. Let x1, . . . , xn be observed values from the BOLL-G distribution with parameters a, b, c and ξ. Let Θ = (a, b, c, ξ) be the r × 1 parameter vector. The total log-likelihood function for Θ is given by
The log-likelihood function can be maximized either directly by using the R (Adequa-cyModel or Maxlik) (see R Development Core Team [42] ), SAS (PROC NLMIXED),
Ox program (sub-routine MaxBFGS) (see Doornik [14] ), Limited-Memory quasi-Newton code for bound-constrained optimization (L-BFGS-B) or by solving the nonlinear likelihood equations obtained by dierentiating (6.1).
Let Un(Θ) = (∂ n/∂a, ∂ n/∂b, ∂ n/∂c, ∂ n/∂ξ) be the score function. Its components are given by
where h (ξ) (·) means the derivative of the function h with respect to ξ.
For interval estimation and hypothesis tests, we can use standard likelihood techniques based on the observed information matrix, which can be obtained from the authors upon request.
6.2. Minimum spacing distance estimator (MSDE). Torabi [48] introduced a general method for estimating parameters through spacing called maximum spacing distance estimator (MSDE). Torabi and Bagheri [49] and Torabi and Montazeri [51] used dierent MSDEs to compare with the MLEs. Here, we used two MSDEs, minimum spacing absolute distance estimator (MSADE) and minimum spacing absolute-log distance estimator (MSALDE) and compared them with the MLEs of the BOLL-E distribution.
For mathematical details, the reader is referred to Torabi and Bagheri [49] and Torabi and Montazeri [51] . We simulate the BOLL-E distribution for n=100, 200, 300 and 400 with a = 2, b = 1.5, c = 0.5 and α = 1. For each sample size, we compute the MLEs, MSADEs and MSALDEs of the parameters. We repeat this process 1,000 times and obtain the average estimates (AEs), biases and mean square error (MSEs). The results are reported in Table 2 . From the gures in this table, we note that the performances of the MLEs and MSADEs are better than MSALDEs.
Applications
In this section, we provide two applications to real data to illustrate the importance of the BOLL-G family through the special models: BOLL-E, BOLL-N and BOLL-Lx.
The MLEs of the parameters are computed and the goodness-of-t statistics for these models are compared with other competing models. 7.1. Data set 1: Strength of glass bres. The rst data set represents the strength of 1.5 cm glass bres, measured at National physical laboratory, England (see, Smith and Naylor [46] [17] ) and beta-exponential (BE) (Nadarajah and Kotz [39] ) models to data set 1 and also compare them through seven goodness-of-t statistics. The densities of the McN, BN and BE models are, respectively, given by: [32] ) and BE models to these data and also compare their goodness-of-t statistics. The densities of the McLx and BLx models are, respectively, given by
, a, b, α, β > 0. 
Concluding remarks
The generalized continuous univariate distributions have been widely studied in the literature. We propose a new class of distributions called the beta odd log-logistic-G family. We study some of its structural properties including an expansion for its density function and explicit expressions for the moments, generating function, mean deviations, quantile function and order statistics. The maximum likelihood method and the method of minimum spacing distance are employed to estimate the model parameters. We t three special models of the proposed family to two real data sets to demonstrate its usefulness. We use some goodness-of-t statistics in order to determine which distribution ts better to these data. We conclude that these special models provide consistently better ts than other competing models. We hope that the new family and its generated models will attract wider applications in several areas such as reliability engineering, insurance, hydrology, economics and survival analysis.
Appendix A
We present four power series expansions required for the proof of the general result in Section 4. First, for a > 0 real non-integer, we have the binomial expansion (8.1)
where the binomial coecient is dened for any real a as a(a−1)(a−2), . . . , (a−j +1)/j!.
Second, the following expansion holds for any α > 0 real non-integer ci,j v j , (8.4) where the coecients ci,j (for j = 1, 2, . . .) are obtained from the recurrence equation (for j ≥ 1) (8.5) ci,j = (ja0) −1 j m=1 [m(j + 1) − j] am ci,j−m and ci,0 = a i 0 . Hence, ci,j can be calculated directly from ci,0, . . . , ci,j−1 and, therefore, from a0, . . . , aj.
We now obtain an expansion for [G(x) c +Ḡ(x) c ] a . We can write from equations (8.1) and ( hj G(x) j , 
